PALLI BECOMES INDIA’S FIRST ‘CARBON-NEUTRAL PANCHAYAT’

The world’s first carbon neutral panchayat, Palli was declared as such by Prime Minister Narendra Modi on his visit to Jammu and Kashmir on Sunday. The status of carbon neutrality was awarded by the PM to Palli, which is located in the Anantnag district of Jammu and Kashmir, for having achieved zero carbon emissions in its day-to-day operations.

MODI DEDICATES SOLAR PLANT TO THE NATION

The Prime Minister, Narendra Modi, dedicated to the nation a 500 kilowatt solar plant, installed in the nondescript hamlet of Palli in Jammu and Kashmir’s Kupwara district. This is the world’s highest solar plant and it is a symbol of India’s commitment to achieve the Nation’s energy transition and its commitment to global environmental goals.

UNFINISHED PROJECTS TO BE COMPLETED IN A DUE TIME

The Malkajgiri–Sitafalmandi track between the Moulali–Sanathnagar section, that had been scrapped over the 2009 floods, has been restored now. This is one of the unfinished projects in Telangana which was abandoned due to losses of farmers and the Centre has decided to complete these projects in a due time.

Funds’ delay pause railway works

The Railway Budget of 2022-23 has not brought any positive change in the railway sector. The budgetary allocation for railway works has been reduced by 20% from the previous year. It is a matter of concern that the railway sector is not getting the required funds for its development.
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Can Muslims surpass Hindu population?

Experts say practically not possible

KiBAK ET AL

The All India Buddhist Council, a representative body of Buddhist organizations, has made an important announcement about the Buddhist population in India. According to the council, the Buddhist population in India is growing at a faster rate compared to Hindus.

KCR may float national party

The Telangana Rashtra Samiti (TRS) is expected to launch a national party under the leadership of TRS President K Chandrasekhar Rao. The decision to launch the national party was announced by Rao in a meeting with the party leaders earlier this week.

ALMS-SEEKING ELDERLY WOMAN DONATES RS 1 LAKH TO TEMPLE

A 98-year-old woman, who has been seeking alms for the last 30 years, has donated Rs 1 lakh to a temple in Telangana. The woman, who is from a poor background, has been seeking alms for the last 30 years and has donated the entire amount to a temple in the state.
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IT Secretary picks fav pictures after several days

Rarely does a babu get a chance to serve in the capacity of IT Secretary for more than five years, considering the usual vindictiveness and lack of any extension in service at the end of five years. Though the present incumbent has been in the post of IT Secretary for more than five years, it is said that he was overlooked for promotion to the extent of being posted as District Collector, where he should have been posted as a Principal Secretary. The agitation for the change of Principal Secretary in the Finance Department continues. The issue has now been taken up by the Master Protests Committee, who have submitted a report to the Governor in the matter. The agitators are now demanding the change of Principal Secretary in the Finance Department. The agitation continues with the enthusiasm of the previous days. The agitators have already submitted a memorandum to the Governor in this regard.

Funds delay pause railway works

The works on doubling and electrification of the Lingampally-Patancheru track have been delayed due to the non-release of funds. The work was planned to be completed within six months, but due to the non-release of funds, the work has been delayed. The officials are now demanding the release of funds to complete the work within the stipulated time.

Waiting to get rid of deadwood

In the continuing saga of opting out AP government departments, the root of the problem lies in the fact that the government is not serious about the issue. After the Supreme Court verdict, the government started to get rid of the deadwood. The government has decided to opt out of the departments which are not generating revenue. The government has already opted out of the departments which are not generating revenue. The government has already opted out of the departments which are not generating revenue. The government has already opted out of the departments which are not generating revenue. The government has already opted out of the departments which are not generating revenue. The government has already opted out of the departments which are not generating revenue.

Unwanted babu, but not dispensable

Two young boys, who were due to be promoted to the higher service, had filed a petition before the AP Public Service Commission against the decision of the government to withdraw them from the higher service. The boys had filed the petition due to the government's decision to withdraw them from the higher service. The government had earlier decided to reduce the number of babus in the higher service. The boys had filed the petition due to the government's decision to reduce the number of babus in the higher service.

Kerala: Teen girl want to take meditation after setting ablaze

Indian students want to take meditation after setting ablaze

The student who set herself on fire in Trivandrum last week has decided to take meditation. The student, who set herself on fire in Trivandrum last week, was admitted to the hospital. She has decided to take meditation as a form of protest. The student, who set herself on fire in Trivandrum last week, was admitted to the hospital. She has decided to take meditation as a form of protest.
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Kavitha to women scribesc: Don’t succumb to trolls; face it, go ahead

Altogether, Telangana state has given accreditation to 18,000 journalists, says the MLC

Chief Minister K Chandrashekar Rao, while addressing a programme in Hyderabad, said that the Government has provided the accreditation to 18,000 journalists. He said, “The Government has accredited 18,000 journalists. Of these, 11,000 journalists have been accredited from various parts of the state. This is a record number of journalists accredited in a single state. The Government has made a conscious effort to train and support the journalists. The journalists should make use of this opportunity and strive for excellence in their work.”

The Chief Minister also said that the Telangana Journalists’ Association has been functioning for the last 40 years. He said that the association has been working for the betterment of journalists and has been providing various facilities to them. He said that the Government has provided various facilities to the journalists, including provision of free accommodation, free food, and free transport. He said that the Government has also provided financial assistance to the journalists for their study and training.
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KCR to take part in bhumipuja for TIMS at Alwal tomorrow

Chief Minister K Chandrashekar Rao will take part in the bhumipuja ceremony for the construction of the new TIMS hospital at Alwal in Hyderbad. The bhumipuja ceremony is scheduled to take place on April 26.

The Chief Minister will be accompanied by the health minister of Telangana, Dr. Harish Rao, and other senior officials of the government. The bhumipuja ceremony is an important event in the construction of the new TIMS hospital, which is expected to be completed by 2024.
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PK’s moves spell trouble for TPCC

Collector promises to procure paddy

Fest BJP to achieve Gram Swaraj in Telangana: Bandi

People urged to get their BP diabetes checked up regularly

Collecting claims over devolution of funds on Telangana by Centre

MADANMohan’s suspension

22 goals moved by lorry

PK moves spells trouble for TPCC

No one has the right to explain how the centre should spend the money, he said.

The TRS seeks clarification from DCC chief Kishor’s services for its national-political strategist Prashant

PK’s moves spell trouble for TPCC

22 goats mowed down by lorry

Justice Niranjan Rao, spouse take holy dip in Pranahita

With the All India Congress Committee (AICC) in a strategic switch of political strategy Prashant Kishor, the party’s national political strategist Prashant, claimed that his services for the TRS chief minister KCR are most likely to be over.

The TRS activists should be unitedly distressed the TRS activists should not be divided. The TRS activists should be unitedly distressed the TRS activists should not be divided. The TRS activists should be unitedly distressed the TRS activists should not be divided.
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**VP bats for amending anti-defamation law to plug loopholes**

**PNS NEW DELHI**

As the SVAMITVA Scheme started at establishing ownership of property in rural areas on April 25, 2022, the Centre is working to bring land reforms to the fore. The Scheme aims to bring land ownership to the poor and landless people and plug loopholes in the defamation law.

The bridegroom has announced an agenda to bring the defamation law, stating that it is a major issue. The Centre has finalised the draft of the law and it is expected to be introduced in the Parliament in the next session.

The Centre intends to bring a comprehensive law to protect the rights of the poor and landless people and to bring land ownership to the poor.
Coal Crisis

Industrial states want to import coal to make up for the shortfall
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India has maintained its strategic interest on critical issues and increased its leverage vis-a-vis the other essential powers.

India’s push not just by various experts regarding Quadrant and BRICS must be seen differently and from an Indian standpoint. Quadrant is a China-led regional security and economic grouping. BRICS, on the other hand, pool resources for the development purposes of the member countries. These two blocs have been facing criticism from various quarters in recent years.

India and China are two major players in the region and have strategic interests that are intertwined. The recent tension in the Indo-China border has highlighted the importance of multilateralism in resolving such disputes. The Quad, comprising India, Australia, Japan, and the US, has been seen as a potential counterweight to China’s increasing影响力的.
Markets may face volatility amid derivatives expiry, global trends

Equity markets may face volatility amid derivatives expiry, global trends and the signing quarterly earnings by corporates, which are expected to play a major role in trading movement, analysts said.

Finance Secretary Harshad Mansharamani, in an exclusive show with Springfit, said: “We are confident of double digit growth in FY23, putting us in strong shape to continue our journey of creating a platform for future generations.”

Springfit aims at Rs 1,200 crore in next 5 years, public listing expected by 2026

The company is planning to open 150-200 exclusive showrooms across the country, he added. The company also plans to expand its distribution network with about 500 exclusive showrooms in the next two years.

In early trade on Monday, Springfit's share price surged to Rs 450-500 crore.

Ongoing commissions Rs 6,000 cr projects to boost oil, gas output

The processing of the six groups set up to suggest ways to improve working of PSBs

Six groups set up to suggest ways to improve working of PSBs

Working of the public sector banks (PSBs) has been improving over the past few years, as the government has been taking various measures to boost their operations.

The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has set up six working groups to suggest ways to improve the working of PSBs.

Six groups were set up recently by the RBI to suggest ways to improve the working of PSBs.

The working groups will be led by Sanjiv Mehta, Managing Director, State Bank of India (SBIN); Ashish Kumar Chauhan, Managing Director, National Bank of India (NABH); V.K. Rajeev, Managing Director, Canara Bank (CANA); V.K. Rajeev, Managing Director, Punjab National Bank (PNB); A.K. Misra, Managing Director, Corporation Bank (CORP); and A.K. Misra, Managing Director, Union Bank of India (UBIN).
Binge on healthy, guilt-free snacks

It’s that time of the year when movies, cricket, and television are all bringing out their best. As you reach for your favourite snack, here are some fun snacks to avoid eating junk. Here is a list of some fun snacks to binge on. Keeping about to start, the only thing that is attached to surround your doors. In the last three years, due to COVID, undoubtedly, was the exact representation of what’s happening currently. Even though I was playing around a molecular planet, you can search. Keeping at the devastation caused by wars and battles. Every day, things go from one extreme to the other. The critical events in your future. They hold the last word. It has to evoke a happy, emotional response. A diamond has to pass several tests of time, fire, and resilience. Myth #4: All diamonds have the similarities, “he added. Yash’s father, an avid reader. As you will sense my own interest in this genre as an emotional subject, and sometimes heart-wrenching psychological subject-matters. As you will sense my own interest in this genre as an emotional subject, and sometimes heart-wrenching psychological subject-matters.
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**what’s brewing?**

Novotel Hyderabad Convention Centre (NHCC) celebrated Planet 21 by organis-
ing a tree plantation drive within the 15 acres of award-winning landscaped gar-
dens. The tree plantation drive was an objective to focus on sustainable devel-
opment, and also maintain and improve the green cover. On the occasion, the staff
planted 8 organic mango trees.

Malangalya Shopping Mall launched its 13th outlet in Anantapur on Sunday. The
mega shopping mall was inaugurated by Tollywood divas Anu Immanuel,
Nabha Natasha and Siddhu Jonnalagadda. Also present on the occasion were
T Ramgopal, MP Anantapur; A. Venkatarami Reddy, MLA Anantapur; M. Waseem
Saleem, Mayor, among others.

Pretty pastels, whimsy, romance, and exquisite craftsmanship come to mind
when you think about Hyderabad-based designer Anushree Reddy’s trasnscend
crafted creations. The brand has become a celebrated fashion label since its incep-
tion in 2010. The brand now inaugurated its couture store Bougainvillea on Road
No. 14, Banjara Hills over the weekend.
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**SUDOKU**
Writer Taidala Bapu turns filmmaker

The young writer Bapu, known for writing songs for films like "Babu's father used to address the people as a lyricist with songs in folklore. "I belong to a working-class, the writer said, "I have been discovering the tunes of the singer and the film's kind of songs is a god-given gift to me."

In 1998, I took part in a musical contest organized by the TV channel during my college days. I composed the songs there and became a budding filmmaker. "I offer a continuous assistance to those in distress. During the coronavirus, I provided necessities to the people in the Manchirial district. April 25 will be my birthday, and we all have a responsibility to protect the grammy. "I am very happy that all my fans, friends, and well-wishers have gathered thousand songs in Mahesh Babu's film, which are going to be released at the film's hour."

Mahesh Babu, Rajamouli to meet in Dubai for a story session

Mahesh Babu was spotted at Hyderabad airport on Saturday morning, on his way to Dubai. With only a few weeks left for the release of his long-awaited project "Sarkaru Vaari Paata," Mahesh Babu will be seen playing a biker in the film. This film, too, is said to have been back-grounded with emotions of love and family, it is "an emotional drama."

Vijay plays a biker in his next?

Vijay Deverakonda and Samantha Ruth Prabhu's much-awaited film, directed by Ala Vignesh, was launched last week. The film also stars actress Nayanthara, who has earlier worked with Vijay in "Aravinda Sametha Veera Raghavendra."

The film is expected to be released around July 10. But the news of its release date has not been confirmed yet.

Mahesh Babu says he’s now discovering Hindi film music of 50s, 60s

Mahesh Babu has been discovering the old music now like Suman, Mukesh Sahab, RD Burman sahab, Lata Mangeshkar, and all the greats. I think in today's time the music is very interesting, it serves the purpose but the music I think is distinctly from the time. The force and the beats of the singer and everything is like a common trend now."

He further spoke about today's generation of music composers and how they are helping the younger generation of singers like Shreya Ghoshal, Amit Trivedi, Vishal - Shekhar, Arijit Singh, and others. "I have been discovering the music of the younger generation of singers like Shreya Ghoshal, Amit Trivedi, Vishal - Shekhar, Arijit Singh, and others."

"The Kapil Sharma Show" airs on Sony Entertainment Television.
Bayern Munich beat dortmund 3-1 to win 10th straight Bundesliga title

The Bundesliga season has ended in style with a 3-1 win for Bayern Munich against Dortmund, securing a 10th straight Bundesliga title and cementing their status as the dominant force in German football.

Despite a late goal from Lukas Piazon, Bayern were far too strong for Dortmund, who were bidding to become the first team to win the Bundesliga title without losing a single game.

The match started well for Dortmund, with Robert Lewandowski scoring after just 10 minutes to give them a 1-0 lead. However, Bayern responded with a goal from Robert Lewandowski in the 21st minute, and the deficit was doubled just before halftime thanks to a fine finish from Thomas Muller.

In the second half, Bayern continued their dominance, with further goals from Leon Goretzka and Robert Lewandowski to secure a comprehensive win.

The victory means Bayern have won the Bundesliga title for the 10th time, surpassing Borussia Dortmund's record of nine titles. It also marks the first time they have won the title with a perfect season, having not lost a single game all year.

Bayern's success has come despite the departure of manager Hansi Flick, who left the club earlier in the season. Under his leadership, they have won eight of their nine remaining games, leaving them with a 10-point cushion at the top of the table.

Leverkusen's hopes of securing the Bundesl具有一定，但他们在休赛期的星光继续闪耀。他们在巴塞罗那的首场比赛中以3-0的比分取得了胜利，展示了他们的实力。然而，他们在接下来的比赛中表现不佳，最终在赛季末段以第4名的成绩结束。


dystrous future open

Ten Hag has 'no opinion' on Man Utd's slump

Erik ten Hag has been critical of Manchester United's recent form, but has refused to speculate on whether the team could be in trouble.

The Dutch coach, who took over at Old Trafford in December, was speaking after his side sealed the Premier League title with a 2-0 win over Aston Villa on Sunday.

While refusing to comment on whether Man United could be in a relegation battle, ten Hag said: "It's too early to say, but I think we have to be careful."

He also dismissed suggestions that the team's form could be a reaction to the end of the season, saying: "It's just a normal season."